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If Networks are the Next Big Market for Smart Grid, Support Systems Can’t Be Far Behind 

IMS Research (recently acquired by IHS, inc.) forecasts that the market for equipment to support smart 

grid communications and networking will take off over the next five years. If utilities install all those 

smart meters, it follows that they would need to be connected – but that’s not all.  How will utilities 

process orders, recognize, activate, monitor, manage, secure, operate and bill for those connections and 

the applications and data being used by the customers on the other end? Even if the utility uses one of 

the many available public networks to connect to its devices, they still need to operate their network. 

That means support systems. In telecom those support systems include the applications that manage 

the network, IT infrastructure, customer devices and connectivity. On the business side, support systems 

include sales, customer care, order management, product management and billing systems that 

interface with customers.  Utilities will need them all. Whether offering value added services or not, 

utilities will need to provision customer devices (e.g. meters, device controllers) onto its network; 

ensure that whatever the customer orders (e.g. usage monitoring, air conditioner control, security 

services) is activated, managed and supported; track and bill for those services. 

Been There, Done That 

Over the past 100 years or so, the telecommunications industry has fought its way through every 

version of CRM, order management, provisioning, activation, network management, billing, service 

assurance, inventory and so on. There are a lot of scars and we like to think we’ve learned a few lessons 

along the way.  

• No system is ever stand-alone. As telecom evolved from analog voice to digital voice to data to 

video, operators inevitably built a new network and bought a new stack of systems to support 

operations and customers. While it seemed the most cost-effective approach at the time, it’s 

created a monster. The silos were never integrated or aligned because operators held onto the 

one connection/one service model for way too long and now it’s costing a fortune to collapse 

and integrate those operations to manage a single IP infrastructure that delivers thousands of 

products to millions of customers. 

• Data never goes away. Whether operators are required by regulators to hang onto years of 

transaction data or they’re just hoping to do a better job of marketing, there is a lot of data to 

keep track of. It comes from thousands of network and IT elements, millions of customers, and 

trillions of transactions. Centralized product catalogs, federated customer data and brokered 

transaction data help reduce operations and maintenance costs while improving accuracy and 

quality of the customer experience. Insist on a data-driven architecture now and save a lot of 

integration and interoperability headaches later.  

• Security matters. Really matters. The 800 pound gorilla in any network implementation is 

security. Utilities avoided the headache for a long time because they were able to isolate their 

networks from the public networks, but that is no longer the case. Power is traded and brokered 

nationwide and even globally requiring every utility to be connected to one or more public 

communication networks. 
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One of the lessons that telecom is still digesting is the fact that support systems can no longer be 

separated as network-facing or customer-facing. Everything faces the customer. There is now a need for 

synergy, orchestration and integration from the core of the network to the call center to the devices in 

customers’ hands and homes. We don’t know what sort of connected products consumers and 

businesses will want next so implementing an integrated, platform-based support systems and data 

strategy will ensure that utilities avoid implementing silos as product offerings are created.   

Lots of COTS 

Just like utilities, network operators grew up having to build the devices and systems they needed to 

operate because there was nothing commercially available. Fortunately that’s no longer the case. There 

are commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) offerings for nearly any network or IT operations functionality. 

There are platforms that enable rapid deployment of modular functionality as the business grows or 

requirements change. Infrastructure, application and device management systems abound; as do billing, 

CRM, inventory, order management and activation systems. There are catalog-driven architectures that 

prevent customer frustration and confusion by implementing a single source for product data that 

supports every sales, marketing, partner and support channel. These platforms and systems aren’t 

intended to diminish the value of the IT department, but make implementation of customer sales, 

support and management faster, more cost effective and easier to maintain. For some utilities that 

might change the role of IT, but that’s not a bad thing. 

Software developers can now build mobile or advanced applications to better support customers and 

enable differentiation rather than spend those expensive resources on the care and feeding of home 

grown, outdated software. Customized applications for customers or employees create differentiation 

and strengthen brands; customized applications for operations and maintenance are expensive and 

counterproductive. The need remains for IT to manage and administer systems. The difference is that as 

these systems become service-affecting and mission critical, both the systems and the administrators 

need to be more readily available and reliable. The systems managing networks and supporting 

customers 24 x 7 can’t be taken down overnight for maintenance or upgrades. New strategies for 

disaster recovery, highly reliable and continuously available operations must be put in place. The 

networks and applications must be managed to ensure the same performance levels as the grid – always 

on, always available, highly reliable.  

Finally, IT and the program office become the focal point for process definition, requirements gathering, 

procurement, delivery, test and acceptance of COTS solutions. IT must infiltrate the entire business to 

implement strategies that align systems and networks with all parts of the business, rather than 

supporting only a subset of requirements. A strong program management office, with budget authority 

and business clout, ensures that all parts of the business are singing from the same sheet of music. 

 

Real Time, Really 
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Perhaps the biggest difference between the systems in use by many utilities today and what is needed 

for the future is timing. With the exception of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), utilities 

don’t really worry much about real-time data. SCADA is used to monitor the operation of the power 

grid, water and gas pipelines and must be collected at time intervals dictated by the regulatory bodies 

that govern each utility. SCADA networks require backup capabilities and control functionality that 

enable emergency shutdown of operations. So while there has always been a real time data collection 

and processing component in utilities, that requirement has never extended beyond the utility 

infrastructure.  

Smart meters change that. The infrastructure installed at every building, residence and public place is 

now on-line and, whether utilities choose to use it or not, status and reporting data are available in real 

time. In addition, individual customers become part of the grid and each must be managed accordingly. 

Usage data for billing has a lower priority than data coming from a customer’s security or fire alarm 

system. Solutions that support monitoring and management of customers and customer data must be 

able to prioritize data and enforce rules, thresholds and policies that govern utilization and reporting. 

Start With the Customer 

Another one of the common themes shared by telecom and utilities is the notion that as long as the 

network/infrastructure is available, reliable and working properly; customers are fine. Telecom 

operators are learning the hard way that that’s no longer true and it won’t be true for utilities. 

Regardless of what the customer is doing with their access network, the provider will be blamed for any 

failure. Can’t see current usage data? Blame the provider. App isn’t working? Blame the provider. 

Security system isn’t responding? Blame the provider. Providers – whether network operators or utilities 

– must support any variation of usage and every type of device that can be connected. That means that 

support personnel and on-line self-care systems need access to information specific to each customer. 

Knowing the network is working fine doesn’t help if the customer can’t get the security system to open 

the garage door. 

 As network and communications equipment are deployed, monitoring and management systems will 

need to be deployed as well. It’s important for utilities to consider how those systems will also be 

required to support customers. Data is collected from the network about every customer and every 

transaction so there is a need to disseminate that data to the rest of the business. To avoid having every 

business system connected to every source of network transaction and status data (another big telecom 

problem); consider a layered support systems strategy that is flexible enough to orchestrate multiple 

operations functionality and data from the core of the network to the customer device. Defining a 

support systems architecture at the start that faces the customer prevents the need for expensive 

integration and data management later. 

Vendors that build systems to support telecom operations are recognizing that those same systems 

enable utilities of all types to better serve customers, profitably deliver value added services, save time 

and money while better utilizing valuable IT resources. Utilities are finally realizing that their challenges 

aren’t all that much different than what telecom has been struggling with for the past 20 years. The 
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good news is that we’ve solved a lot of those problems and there is a tremendous opportunity for 

technology transfer and sharing between industries. Win – Win! 

 


